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1. What the day is all about

We* thought it would be a good idea to create an opportunity for people from VCS 
infrastructure organisations to get together to talk about:

ways that social media and digital technology have 
changed the landscape we work in, and what we 

are doing or could be doing about that
We thought it was important to try and involve people who aren’t active online and want 
to find out more, people who are just exploring social media and getting into it, along 
with people who live and breathe social media. 

We don’t want to dictate the content of discussions, so the event is designed to enable 
the discussion topics to be developed by everyone and the discussions to be led by 
participants. We encourage you to take responsibility for your own learning, and for the 
success of the event.

* We are the VCSS Camp team: Pauline Roche, Lorna Prescott, Paul Webster and Ted Ryan. We’ve put 
this event together by giving our own time and finding sponsorship in the form of a venue and 
donations to cover the costs of food and drink. This event has grown from passion and collaboration. 

#vcsscamp



2. What to expect

You will be warmly welcomed on arrival (we’re a friendly bunch).

Hot and cold drinks will be available during registration and during our breaks in the 
day.

There are likely to be 30- 40 people involved in the unconference.

The format is relaxed and informal.
 (You don’t need to wear a suit or tie - but you can if you really want to.)

There is no fixed agenda, no-one has selected the speakers before the event, no-one 
has decided what is an ‘important topic’ to cover and no-one has been paid to 
deliver a ‘death by powerpoint’ keynote speech!

Everyone will have an opportunity to speak and space to collaborate and share what 
matters to them. There will be loads of opportunities to meet and build relationships 
with people from other organisations.

Thanks to our sponsors (see below) we’ll have a lovely room to 
hold all our discussions in, free wifi, and lunch and drinks.

Something which has helped to make unconferences like this really 
successful and talked about is the use of social media on the day. It 
means that people who are interested in the discussions but can’t make 
it along can still join in. 

We encourage you to tweet, share photos, make videos and more. If you 
haven’t spotted it yet the event hashtag is #vcsscamp 

We’ve put together a few tips at wp.me/p3w7rr-2E  for anyone new new 
to social reporting - the posh term for sharing stuff online from events. 

We will also be making video and audio recordings as well as taking photos They will 
posted online in various spaces. 
Just let us know if you don’t want to star on YouTube or Flickr. Not a problem.

Huge thanks to VCSS Camp sponsors:
Innovation Birmingham Campus

Regional Action West Midlands
Dudley CVS

RnR organisation
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3. An outline of the day
Here’s our plan for the day – to give you an idea of the structure behind an unconference type 
event.

Registration

09.30am      Early registration
10.00am      Main registration

Getting started

10.30am      Welcome and introductions
11.00am      Thinking about what we want to talk about and shaping up the discussion topic 
  ideas together
11.15am      ‘Pitching’ the discussion topics

Morning session

11.30am      Discussion 1
12.30pm     Comfort break

Afternoon sessions

12.50pm    Discussion 2/lunch break
2.00pm      Discussion 3
3.10pm      Discussion 4 

4.10pm      Coffee and networking
4.30pm End of event

Post-unconference drinks and curry (optional)

From around 4.30pm we’ll head to a nearby pub and then a bit later on for a curry. 
All welcome (though you’ll need to pay your own way).

How to contact us 
Pauline Roche email: rnr.organisation@googlemail.com twitter: @paulineroche

Lorna Prescott email: lorna@dudleycvs.org.uk  twitter: @dosticen
   tel: 07501 722255 (in case you need to contact us on the day)

Paul Webster email: paulwebster43@gmail.com  twitter: @watfordgap
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4. Guidelines to help us work well together
Bring a pioneering spirit!
To help make our day together productive and useful it will be helpful if you can explore positives and 
probe for value and benefit. It is an opportunity to be creative and consider possibilities, alternatives, 
and new ideas. Sparks of collaboration may be ignited. And we’ll get a better grasp of the big picture. 

Support everyone to participate
We ask everyone to respect the rights of others and to participate in the event as equals. This means 
not interrupting others when they are speaking and not using your status to make others feel less 
important. Everyone is equally important and our differences need to be valued. We want everyone to 
feel comfortable about participating in whatever way they feel able.

Understanding each other
Sometimes people use words or phrases 
which have special meanings and which 
are not understood by all people. This 
jargon is almost unavoidable because we 
all use it but we may forget that others 
may not understand. If you do not 
understand it is not your fault and you 
should not feel stupid if you need 
someone to explain what is meant. 

Respect and behaviour
This event will bring together people who have a variety of roles from a range of organisations. Please 
respect people in different roles and from different organisations to your own. Participants must not 
behave in ways which are unreasonable, unwelcome, and offensive to others or which exclude other 
participants. 

Confidentiality
Sometimes when working in smaller discussion groups people feel they want to draw on their own 
experience, but may not want people outside the group to know the details they are sharing. We can’t 
guarantee that people you are working with will keep what you say confidential, so you must take 
responsibility for what you choose to disclose.

Additional needs
If we can provide anything to ensure that you can 
participate fully and comfortably in the event, please let us 
know in advance.
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5. Getting to the venue

Innovation Birmingham Campus
Faraday Wharf, Holt Street, Birmingham Science Park, Aston, B7 4BB

Arriving by train

New Street Station is in the process of redevelopment so the entrance has changed and 
no longer comes out near the Bullring.

There are no direct busses from the station and taxis may take you between 10 and 15 
minutes depending on traffic (and the knowledge of the cab driver)  

So if you want to walk it’s a 10 – 15 minute walk depending on your pace.

See the walking directions on the next page
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Walking from New Street Station to Faraday Wharf

As you leave the platform and go through the ‘ticket barriers’ (these are white booths) 
you arrive at the new concourse with shops.

Head towards Stevenson Street entrance (this is an incline uphill within the concourse 
with the shops on your left)

When you get to the street turn right waking along the pavement you will eventually 
have to follow the pavement to the left and walk up a slight incline to the junction of 
New Street, Stevenson Street and Corporation Street. You are now going to walk the 
length of Corporation Street – walk on the left hand side of the street as it is easier for 
crossing further along.

Past House Of Frazier (Rackhams) and the Square Peg Pub you arrive at a roundabout. 
You cross this roundabout and continue down Corporation Street, remain on the left 
hand pavement until you pass the Magistrate Court then cross to the right hand side.

Pass Central Hall and you arrive at an open space – you need to cross the duel 
carriageway towards Aston University (some building going on)  when you get to the 
other side of the road turn left, with the building hoardings on your right, follow the 
pavement around to the right along Aston Street towards Aston University Campus.

This road becomes a pedestrian area dominated by the university.

Keep the university main building on our left, walk to the open area adjacent the main 
building and business school, which is on your right. You should now be able to see the 
Sack of Potatoes pub. Walk toward the Pub along Woodcock Street (which almost 
immediately becomes Lister Street), stay on the left hand side of the road towards the 
Costa Green pub which is on the junction of Lister Street and  Holt Street.

Turn Left into Holt Street and Faraday Warf is on the right hand side of the street
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